Introduction

The *Apocalypse of Abraham*, a Jewish work composed in Palestine in the early centuries of the Common Era, strikes its readers with a panoply of sacerdotal motifs. Already the first lines of this apocalyptic work portray Abraham as a sacerdotal servant in the idolatrous cult of his father Terah. Scholars have previously noted that cultic ordinances taking place in the "house" of Terah are reminiscent of the services practiced in the Jerusalem Temple. Later, as the story develops and the polluted sanctuary is destroyed by the fire of God’s wrath, Abraham meets a heavenly instructor named Yahoeel, who initiates him in the rites of celestial priestly praxis culminating in the heavenly Holy of Holies. These cultic settings once again allude to Jewish Temple rituals. By the end of the book Abraham becomes envisioned as an archetypal sacerdotalist to whom God reveals the “idea of priesthood.”

This powerful unfolding of the patriarch’s sacerdotal profile is rather unusual in comparison to biblical portrayals of Abraham, where he is never openly labeled as a priest. Still, scholars have noted in biblical materials several subtle allusions to Abraham’s possible involvement in cultic practices. One of these sacerdotal allusions is Abraham’s encounter with an enigmatic priest Melchizedek in Gen. 14. In later rabbincic materials (Gen. Rab. 43:6; 46:5; 55:6; Lev. Rab. 25:6; Num. Rab. 4:8; and b. Ned. 32b) this encounter has been often interpreted as transmission of the priestly tradition from the mysterious priest to the hero of faith. These materials view Melchizedek as Noah’s son Shem,¹ who surrenders the prominent legacy of the priestly Noachic tradition to Abraham, making him a priest.

Melchizedek’s encounter, however, is not the only instance of the patriarch’s possible sacerdotal associations in biblical sources. As Abraham’s story develops in the Bible, he is often depicted as one who
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brings sacrificial offerings to God. One such portrayal is found in Gen. 15, when Abraham receives sacrificial instruction from the Deity and then makes animal offerings. Later interpreters, including a tradition found in Jubilees 14:9–19, often construe the patriarch’s offering as a sacrifice on the altar.

The Akedah story in Gen. 22, in which Abraham binds his son Isaac in preparation for a sacrifice, represents another portentous conceptual nexus laced with important liturgical and priestly markers. Jewish exegetes often thought that the patriarch’s actions allude to his involvement in priestly praxis. For example, Philo in De Abrahamo 198 reflects on the priestly role of the patriarch during the Akedah encounter arguing that “here we have the most affectionate of fathers himself beginning the sacrificial rite as priest with the very best of sons for victim.” Later rabbinic traditions also interpret the event on Mount Moriah as an important testimony to Abraham’s priestly credentials. Thus, both Genesis Rabbah 55:7 and Pesiqta Rabbati recount that God himself affirmed Abraham’s priestly status during the binding of Isaac — in one text (Genesis Rabbah) directly and in the other (Pesiqta Rabbati) through the promise.

One can see that, similar to the Apocalypse of Abraham, later rabbinic materials dramatically enhance the sacerdotal profile of the patriarch. What is striking is that these two interpretive streams develop the priestly profile of the patriarch in different directions. While the rabbinic tradition attempts to secure the legacy of Abraham’s earthly priesthood through the sacerdotal elaboration of his encounter with Melchizedek and his binding of...
Isaac, the *Apocalypse of Abraham* completely ignores these events and focuses on his early life in the house of Terah and the story of his sacrifices and trance, as described in Gen.15. Further, in the *Apocalypse of Abraham* the development of the patriarch’s priestly profile appears to reach an entirely new conceptual level. Here Abraham is depicted not merely as an important link in the long chain of earthly priests but as a priest *par excellence* — a kind of sacerdotal archetype, an exemplar of heavenly sacerdotal praxis.

Why did the apocalyptic writers decide to enhance the patriarch’s cultic profile in terms of heavenly priesthood? The reasons for this radical paradigm shift might be found in the peculiar circumstances of Jewish religious life at the time of the *Apocalypse of Abraham*’s composition. The text was written soon after the destruction of the Second Jerusalem Temple amid the challenging efforts to preserve and perpetuate priestly praxis in the absence of the terrestrial sanctuary. The idea of heavenly priesthood and the celestial Temple gave the Slavonic apocalypse authors conceptual resources to maintain the sacerdotal tradition when the earthly Temple was no longer standing. This idea, of course, was not novel and was employed by various priestly groups during religious crises linked to the destruction or defilement of the Jerusalem Temple. The conceptual roots of this powerful sacerdotal alternative can be traced to some biblical materials, including the vision of the celestial Chariot in the Book of Ezekiel, where the catastrophic destruction of the terrestrial sanctuary is given meaning through the celestial sacerdotal abode. In this formative narrative, the vision of the Merkabah is surrounded by a set of distinctive cultic markers that picture the divine throne as the upper prototype of the earthly sanctuary.\(^8\)

This idea that the earthly sanctuary serves as a replica of the heavenly one appears implicitly and explicitly in a variety of biblical texts and has its origins in early Mesopotamian traditions.9 There, the earthly temples are repeatedly portrayed as counterparts to the heavenly realities.10 This notion is also developed in the formative biblical revelation of the sacerdotal settings given to Moses on Mount Sinai. While recounting this sacerdotal disclosure, several important biblical passages insist that "the earlier pattern of the tabernacle and the pattern of all its furniture was made after the [heavenly] pattern . . . which was shown . . . on the mountain."11 A passage from 1 Chr. 28:19 further affirms the idea that the plan of the earthly sanctuary came from God.12 Extra-biblical pseudepigraphical accounts (The Book of the Watchers, Jubilees, Aramaic Levi Document) and some Qumran materials (Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice, 4QInstruction, 4QVisions of Amram, 11QMelchizedek) also develop the concept of the heavenly Temple and associate it with the notion of the heavenly priesthood. The Apocalypse of Abraham too can be seen as a specimen of this interpretive tradition. Indeed the idea of a correspondence between earthly and heavenly sacerdotal realities plays a vital role in the apocalypse when the destroyed sanctuary of Abraham’s father Terah – polluted by idolatrous worship – is juxtaposed with the true place of worship in the celestial realm. Still, the parallelism of the sanctuaries existing simultaneously in various realms receives a more dramatic and elaborate treatment in the Slavonic pseudepigraphon than in other apocalyptic writings. The cultic parallelism there seems to encompass not only the earthly and celestial Temples but also the demonic realm.

9 On Mesopotamian traditions of the heavenly sanctuaries, see Smith, “Biblical and Canaanite Notes.”
11 Cf. Ex. 25:8–9: "And have them make me a sanctuary, so that I may dwell among them. In accordance with all that I show you concerning the pattern of the tabernacle and of all its furniture, so you shall make it." Ex 25:9: "And see that you make them according to the pattern for them, which is being shown you on the mountain." Ex. 26:30: "Then you shall erect the tabernacle according to the plan for it that you were shown on the mountain." Ex. 27:8: "You shall make it hollow, with boards. They shall be made just as you were shown on the mountain." Num. 8:4: "Now this was how the lampstand was made, out of hammered work of gold. From its base to its flowers, it was hammered work according to the pattern that the Lord had shown Moses; so he made the lampstand."
12 Beale, The Temple and the Church’s Mission, 32. Beale and Ego also drew attention to the later rabbinic elaborations of this idea of correspondence between the earthly and heavenly sanctuary found in Targum Onkelos on 1 Chr. 6:2; Targum Pseudo-Jonathan on Exod. 15:17; Num. Rab. 4:13; 12:32; Midrash on Psalms 301. Cf. Beale, The Temple and the Church’s Mission, 32, footnote 7; B. Ego, “Im Himmel wie auf Erden.”
13 1 Chr. 28:19: “All this, in writing at the Lord’s direction, he made clear to me – the plan of all the works.”
This paradoxical correspondence between divine and demonic sacerdotal realms is tied in the *Apocalypse of Abraham* to the main antagonist of the story, the fallen angel Azazel, who is portrayed as a possessor of his own "glory" or *Kavod*, a central sacerdotal symbol of the Merkabah tradition. All these developments point to the continual prevalence of cultic symbolism in the Slavonic apocalypse and its significance for the conceptual core of the text.

A close investigation of the sacerdotal symbolism, which affects so many narrative dimensions of the Slavonic apocalypse, may serve as an important key for unlocking the text’s mysteries. Some previous studies have already shown the importance of sacerdotal traditions for understanding the complex theological universe of the Slavonic apocalypse. Martha Himmelfarb’s research demonstrates the significance of the priestly traditions in the second apocalyptic part of the text, where Abraham becomes an apprentice of the heavenly high priest Yahoel who initiates him into the details of celestial priestly praxis. Himmelfarb was one of the first scholars to comment extensively on the high-priestly features of Abraham’s celestial guide, noting that Yahoel’s wardrobe has strong priestly associations. She also argued that the apocalypse authors envision the heavenly realm as a temple and that Abraham’s sacrificial routines are crucial to the heavenly priestly praxis: “Abraham sacrifices in order to ascend to heaven, then ascends by means of the sacrifice, and joins in the heavenly liturgy to protect himself during the ascent.” In a similar vein, April DeConick viewed Abraham’s ascent as a visitation of the heavenly Temple, noting that “although the *Apocalypse of Abraham* does not explicitly equate its seven heavens with chambers of the celestial Temple, it alludes to this.” Like Himmelfarb, she views Abraham’s sacrifices as part of the heavenly sacerdotal praxis, arguing “that just as priests make sacrifices on the altar outside the Jerusalem Temple, Abraham must perform sacrifices before ascending into the heaven (9–16). In addition, he must recite the proper liturgy before he is allowed access to the highest heaven.”

Scholars have observed priestly motifs not only in the second, apocalyptic section of the text, when the patriarch ascends to the heavenly sanctuary, but also in the first, haggadic section, which depicts some members of Terah’s family as deeply involved in sacerdotal routines. Alexander Kulik

14 Himmelfarb, *Ascent to Heaven*, 62. 15 Ibid., 66. 16 Ibid., 66.


noted that the account of rituals in the household of Terah\textsuperscript{19} is reminiscent of the order of the Second Temple daily morning \textit{tamid} service as it is depicted in the Mishnah.\textsuperscript{20}

The association of sacerdotal routines in the text with a particular cultic setting or festival in the Jewish liturgical year also drew substantial scholarly attention. Ryszard Rubinkiewicz proposed that Abraham’s priestly initiations could be connected with the feast of \textit{Shavuot} or Pentecost, which commemorates the giving of the Torah on Mount Sinai.\textsuperscript{21} In support of this hypothesis, Rubinkiewicz pointed to the “Mosaic” details of Abraham’s priestly initiations, including references to his forty-day fast and the naming of the place for the patriarch’s sacrifices as Horeb. A substantial group of researchers speculated that the presence of cultic settings may be connected with another important liturgical marker, the Yom Kippur ordinance.\textsuperscript{22}

Recently, Daniel Harlow hypothesized that the whole conceptual framework of the text is affected with priestly concerns.\textsuperscript{23} His research suggests that all the main characters of the story appear to be endowed with priestly credentials, including not only the positive priestly figures like Yahoel and Abraham but also the chief antagonists depicted as corrupted sacerdotal servants, who cause the pollution of heavenly and earthly sanctuaries.

All these scholarly findings call for the thorough reexamination of the sacerdotal traditions in the Slavonic apocalypse. It is possible that the

\textsuperscript{19} Already \textit{Jubilees} 12:6 affirms Terah’s priestly credentials.

\textsuperscript{20} A. Kulik, “Apocalypse of Abraham. Towards the Lost Original” (Ph.D. diss.; Hebrew University of Jerusalem, 2000), 70.


prevalence of cultic concerns may provide an essential key for understanding the theological universe of the Apocalypse of Abraham. In this vivid priestly vision various realms appear to be viewed as sacerdotal domains with corresponding cultic celebrants – celestial, earthly, and demonic.

The importance of this threefold nature of the sacerdotal vision will be underlined in the structural organization of our investigation as we explore various aspects of the text pertaining to the various sacerdotal realms with their respective servants and sanctuaries. Since the apocalypse begins with the portrayal of the earthly sanctuary, the first chapter of our investigation will deal with these developments found in Chapters 1–8 of the text, which describe the idolatrous worship of the household of Terah. The second chapter of the book will deal with traditions of the heavenly Temple found in the second part of the apocalypse. The third chapter will investigate Abraham’s vision of the infernal abode found in the last part of the Slavonic apocalypse. These revelations unveil some enigmatic traditions about the sacerdotal practices exercised by demonic creatures of the lower realm. The second part of the book, which includes Chapters 4, 5, and 6, will examine the details of the sacerdotal routines found in the apocalypse. Chapter 4 will deal with the central cultic ordinance of the story – the scapegoat ritual that receives a striking eschatological reinterpretation in the text. Chapter 5 will examine the peculiar dynamics of exaltation and denigration associated with the cultic celebrants of the sacerdotal story and their infamous antagonistic counterparts. Finally, Chapter 6 will investigate the sacerdotal dimension of the mysteries received by the seer in the upper realm.
PART I

Sanctuaries